Plastics for thousands of applications & Superior technical support

FOUR DECADES OF DEDICATION TO PROVIDING SOLUTIONS FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

Interstate Advanced Materials proudly offers solutions for many diverse industries including semiconductor, medical, aerospace, food processing, POP display, government, and automotive to name a few. Finding the right materials for our customers is the very foundation of Interstate Advanced Materials and has been since our founding in 1980. We’re always a phone call away and here to provide your performance material solutions.
Providing Performance Material Solutions

ABS
SPARRALOY
ROYALITE
CYCOLAC

ABS/PVC BLEND
KYDEX
BOLTARON

ACETAL/DELTRIN
SUSTARIN
ACETRON
DELRIN AF

ACRYLIC (PMMA)
PLEXIGLAS
OPTIX
POLYCAST
LUCITE

ALUMINUM COMPOSITE (ACM)
DIBOND
POLYMETAL
ALUCOBOND
ALUPANEL

CAB (CELLULOSE)
BUTYRATE
TENITE
CELLIDOR
EXCELON
GEMEX

FEPI
NEOFLOK
TECAFLON

FIBERGLASS / FRP
FIBERGLASS
GLASTIC
FIBERLITE

LCP
ARDEL

NYLONS (POLYAMIDE)
NYLATRON
VECTON
NYLOIL

PAI
TORLON PAI
DURATRON PAI

PBI
DURATRON PBI
CELAZOLE

PBT POLYESTER
HYDEX
VALOX

PET POLYESTER
ERTALYTE / ERTALYTE TX

PETG
VIVAK
EXCELON

PCTFE
NEOFLOK
KEL-F

PEEK
VICTRIX
KETRON 1000

PEI
ULTEM1000 / ULTEM 2300

PESU
VERADEL

PFA
NEOFLOK
TECAFLON

PHENOLIC FIBERGLASS
NEMA G3

PHENOLIC RESIN-BASED PAPER LAMINATES
NEMA X / NEMA XX / NEMA XXX
ORKOT
PAPER PHENOLIC

CANVAS PHENOLIC RESIN-BASED LAMINATES
NEMA C / NEMA CE
ACCOLAM
CANVAS PHENOLIC

LINEN PHENOLIC RESIN-BASED LAMINATES
NEMA L / NEMA LE
LINEN PHENOLIC

GLASS EPOXY RESIN-BASED LAMINATES
NEMA G10
NEMA G10/FR4
NEMA G11
NEMA G11/FR5
G10/FR4
G11/FR5

POLYESTER RESIN-BASED LAMINATES
NEMA GPA3
ORKOT

MELAMINE RESIN-BASED LAMINATES
NEMA G5 / NEMA G9

SILICONE RESIN-BASED LAMINATES
NEMA G7
SILICONE GLASS

POLYCARBONATE
POLYCAL
LEXAN
SUNGUARD
SUNLITE
TUFFAK
ZELUX

POLYETHYLENES (PE)
UHMW
HDPE / LDPE
TIVAR
POLYSTONE

POLYIMIDES (PI)
VESPEL
MELDIN

POLYPROPYLENE (PP)
PROTEUS
COR-X
COROPLAST
INTEPLAST

POLYSTYRENE (PS)
HIPS

POLYURETHANE (PU)
URETHANE
TYGOTHANE

PPE / PPO
TECANYL
NORYL

PPS
TECHTRON
TECATRON

PPS
RADEL

PSU
THERMALUX

PTFE
FLUOROSINT
TECAFLON PTFE

PVC/CPVC
VINYL
CORZAN
TROVIRUR

EXPANDED PVC
CELTEC
KOMMATEX
SINTRA
INTEPLAST

PVDF
SURLYN

TPE
TECAPUR

TPO
FORMALLOY

TURCITE
TURCITE A / B / X

TWINWALL & MULTIWALL POLYCARBONATE
POLYCAL
GALLINA

ADHESIVES
SCIGRIP WELD-ON
GE SCS SEALANT SILICONE

MACHINING TOOLS
LEISTER
FORREST
SLICE

PLASTIC CARE & RESTORATION
BRILLIANIZE
NOVUS
CRAFTICS

PLASTIC WELDING
LEISTER

THERMOCUTTING
AZ FORMEN

www.interstateam.com
(866) 522-0540
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